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LETTERS. 

" PELLET " EJFXTED BY SONG-THRUSH. 
To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS, 

SIRS,—With reference to Mrs, Evett 's note (antea, p . 332) it may be 
of interest to record that I witnessed a Song-Thrush (Turdus ph. 
clarkei) eject with the greatest difficulty a iarge " pellet". The bird 
looked as though it were feeling very ill before the ejection, and for 
sonic hours afterwards it was continually opening and closing its beak. 
The " pellet " consisted of two ronghfy oval, gritty masses, about 
f inch long, joined together by a worm about an inch and a quarter long. 
The " pellets " contained beetle remains and a whole small beetle. 
BOWDON, CHESHIRE. HILDA TERRAS. 

" D R U M M I N G " OF GKEAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER. 
To the Editors of BRITISH B I R B S . 

SIRS,—The following note may be of interest to those who are 
reminded, by the note in the April number, of the old controversy over 
the " drumming " of Woodpeckers. 

Several mornings lately I have heard the drumming of Woodpeckers 
at Brownsover (near Rugby) and, on Mare.li 25th, 1932, I watched a 
Great Spotted Woodpecker (Dryohaies m. anglicus) for about fifteen 
minutes producing this sound. The bird was pecking the trunk of a 
holly, but usually left off in order to " drum", either turning its head 
to one side or throwing its head back so that its beak was vertical. 
Once only did it " drum. " while pecking, and then it hammered the 
wood at one frequency and drummed at about twice the speed. 

This Woodpecker, at least, was producing the sound vocally. 
M. A. SWANN. 

COLOUR OF F E E T AND BILL OF DOTTEREL CHICK. 
To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 

SIRS, -On the bare, slialy plateau of one of the Cumberland 
fells, at about 2,400 feet, or just below the summit, I encountered 
a Dotterel with two downy chicks on June 21st, 1919. The legs and 
feet of the chicks were, like those of Mr. Walpole-Bond's birds (antea,, 
V- 337). lead-colour, quite unlike the dull yellow of the old bird, if 
the colour in the small chicks is constant—and it has never been 
suggested that there are distinct colour phases—then the " olive-
yellow " of the Pfactual Handbook, in so far as it relates to such chicks, 
is incorrect ; but there is some evidence tha t yellow is early apparent 
in the juvenile bird, for Coward [Birds of the British Isles and their 
Eggs) says : " the legs axe a t first lead-colour, but soon show yellow-
on the feet." I do not know whether my chicks were of just the same 
age as Mr. Walpole-Bond's, and it must be borne in mind that the 
colours of the soft parts in Limicoline birds may change early in life— 
a pitfall for the unwary or dogmatic—but the colour of their bills— 
noted as I held the birds in my hand—was black, as in the adult, and 
as depicted in the Practical Handbook, whereas Mr. Walpole-Bond 
asserts tha t the bill is leaden-colour. CHAS. OLDHAM. 

Mare.li
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